Something New: Of Nation and Race
"Tradition is but a deep rut worn into the earth through the unthinking footfall of its
followers." Something new is required. Today, I wish to outline a solution to the
problem of human misery on earth. One must keep busy...
I will proceed by way of specific analysis of the genesis of the problem. Then, provide a
solution. I detest the politically correct with great force, however, so as to avoid any
accusations of one-sidedness, I will as a Jewish male, analyze the Jewish tradition, to
gain a sure foothold into the structure of world events, from Russia on out. With a view
across history, understood through psychology, an appeal to the teachings of a somewhat
trustworthy idealist and physicist, and seeming idiot––Albert Einstein––will allow me, as
another idealistic idiot, to formulate a solution. This essay answers the following
paradox in a linear way:
Paradox: "For the race of man to flourish, the nations of man must perish."
When I first read the later works of Einstein, I was convinced he was naive, an idealist
with no sense of reality at all. Yes, this is correct. His solution, is not of the reality we
see, and so, he appears foolish. But, idealism, may well be translated into reality, or so is
the hope, of every such noble fool. Here, is my analysis of the history, via depth
psychology and economics, and the answer.
Historical genesis of pathological interrelations between races and peoples: The
"chosen people" myth: reaction formation, division and survival:
In examination of the historical record we are presented with several versions of the
genesis of the Jewish state and people. Let us take two, the tradition as represented, and
the writings of Tacitus, and see if there is daylight to be had in an analysis. Perhaps we
can deduce a common principle, which might help us sort out the seeming complexity of
world events in general and derive a solution.
As you are aware the traditional account has the Egyptian pharaoh cast as unwilling to
allow the freedom of the Jewish people, and is by way of plague and a host of associated
miseries sent specifically by divine intervention, convinced to grant this freedom, and the
Jews, the chosen people, get their wish, now wandering abandoned in the desert, before
finding their place and state, the promised land. Tacitus has a different version: [Tacitus,
The Histories, Penguin Classics reprint, 1978, pp. 271-279] "Most authorities, however,
agree on the following account. The whole of Egypt was once plagued by a wasting
disease which caused bodily disfigurement. So Pharaoh Bocchoris went to the oracle of
Hammon to ask for a cure, and was told to purify his kingdom by expelling the victims to
other lands, as they lay under a divine curse. Thus a multiple of sufferers were rounded
up, herded together, and abandoned in the wilderness. Here the exiles tearfully resigned
themselves to their fate. But one of them, who was called Moses, urged his companions
not to wait passively, for help from god or man, for both had deserted them: . . . Moses. . .
was able to bring to light a number of abundant channels of water whose presence he had

been able to deduce from a grassy patch of ground . . . they traveled for six days. . . on
the seventh, they expelled the inhabitants of Canaan, took over their lands and in them
built a holy city and temple."
Please note, this account was recorded by Tacitus as the lands of the Jewish peoples were
to be attacked by the Romans, and the race disbanded. This blow, was instrumental as
perhaps one of the greatest injuries to the Jewish race. The Jews were always hated,
throughout history, and Tacitus tells us why: They are closed as a people, do not intermix
with others, have chosen so as to distinguish themselves, a different God, and traditions
most alien. In short, they have closed ranks, and defended themselves.
Let us analyze this series of events: First, as to which account looks credible. Is it easier
to believe that the Jews were scapegoated for a plague, and cast out to face a horrible
deadly fate of thirst and starvation, giving the people the feeling of being unimportant
and abandoned by man and god, only to have survived, ousted other peoples from their
home and lived…or…is it more probable that divine intervention would be more likely,
and the Jewish people WISHED to be set to wander lost and exposed in the wilderness,
now by way of this deadly "good fortune," seen and selected by God as the "chosen
people?" It is obvious: we see psychology at work. This is reaction formation, and
distortion by active/passive reversal. I submit to you: There is nothing of the divine in it.
Only psychology:
The feeling of abandonment by God and man is reacted to become its opposite, "the
chosen people" of God, a reaction which replaces the neglect, deadly slight and injury,
with a complete reversal in consciousness. Specific ordinary psychology and distortion:
Reaction Formation. The feeling of being victimized, abandoned, worthless and
impotent, is replaced by this distortion: God in his potent DEFENSE of the Jews, brought
the plague itself! Why?…to grant the most improbable of wishes…the "wish" to be
"free," to be cast out! Here, victimhood, the passive role, is replaced with an active and
potent role mediated via a potent and defensive god who cherishes the Jews. This
psychopathology of distortion and reversal, a break from reality mythologized to soothe a
deep wound, is created by having been attacked and cast out, and again later, the race
receives more abuse as its lands are shattered and its peoples are driven by the Romans…
to the winds. Note how, the defense, in some part, causes the problem, although it is to
some degree necessary. The closing of ranks, creates to some degree, the hatred against
the race. Note most clearly if you would: The safety and esteem of the people, was
assaulted to create the problem. Again: Note how the security and safety of the people,
once threatened, causes by way of psychological necessity, a delusional structure to
emerge: a tradition, which does needed work in repairing the esteem and internal feeling
of those peoples. I submit to you, all of modern difficulty, is just as this, clinically
disturbed, delusional and simply unbalanced. The world, is now, in a state of
demonstrable psychopathology.
The mechanism which has instilled this delusional response, is threat. Threat leads to:
injury, then compensatory reaction: madness, and supportive delusion. The above
example demonstrates reaction formation creating a sort of compensatory delusion of

grandeur: the myth of the chosen people. Other reactions are also possible, each just as
detached from reality as the above example. Ontology and phylogeny run in parallel.
Human history as applied to the race, may be seen in the individual case and the reverse
as well. Observe a simple reaction formation with a different outcome, and let us assess
if the result of insanity is indeed produced under conditions of attack. Jack attacks Joe by
hitting him in the head with a board. Joe feels impotent and small, injured and hurt, he
REACTS, and is filled with RAGE. His reaction in consciousness, is the opposite of his
feelings of hurt and weakness, he is powerful and enraged! Now, he attacks Jack, filled
with blood rage, he is "seeing red." Such a man, is in a state of violent reaction, and can
in no way be reasoned with…not in any way! His reaction may be justified or not, that is
NOT the question. The question is, if a man in a state of mad rage, blood rage, is sane.
Clearly, he is not. Now, imagine many attacks which are not predictable. The reaction
will be a new delusional structure: paranoia, a basic rift in relations with our "fellow
man." Nations, once attacked, are no different than the men which comprise them.
How widespread is this simple and clear deluded substitution, this deeply deluded
pathology? How widespread is this human tradition…our tradition of insanity? It
is…everywhere: The US is building up nukes to the tune of a trillion dollars, as if death
and brute hatred are a real answer to the death and illness projected via Russian policy, so
filled with threat, two deeply, painfully deluded governments, quite hallucinatory in their
creation of enemies to allow counter-threat; Israel attacking its neighbors as insane
tyrants, its neighbors so very ill and disturbed, as to stab strangers and blow up busses,
need I go on? All the world, is now completely mad, totally deluded and unable to
discern any single fact but its own reactions…all the world, is psychopathological, in all
cases. Our governments, are run by psychopaths and sociopaths…deluded, broken men.
We have begun, to produce more nuclear weapons. Deluded…broken…men. Our
peoples, elect them. The cause: threat. Ask for the deepest layers of revelation as they
extend this insight back into history, and the relation to psychology, and genetics, for
now this madness is inculcated into epigenetic phylogeny. I have an answer:
Paradox: "To create a healthy new structure free of all false and deluded ideas, such as
nations and the vulgarity of pride in them, the sovereign integrity of those nations, must
be assured."
As you will see, to secure nations, is to destroy them! The answer: No more nations.
Only gutted names, will remain. There is hope:
All of this comes of threat. There is an underlying element which is more basic than the
false idea of nations: the false idea of money. Money, creates and sustains nations.
Cancer, sustained, by cancer. This, will serve us well. As has been obvious throughout
history to all but the painfully dull, money, is everything…pure poison, the ultimate
control and the ultimate cheat.
"The bank hath benefit of interest on all moneys which it creates out of nothing." -William Paterson, founder of the Bank of England in 1694.

"The few who understand the system will either be so interested in its profits or be so
dependent upon its favours that there will be no opposition from that class, while on the
other hand, the great body of people, mentally incapable of comprehending the
tremendous advantage that capital derives from the system, will bear its burdens without
complaint, and perhaps without even suspecting that the system is inimical to their
interests." -- The Rothschild brothers of London writing to associates in New York, 1863.
"He who controls the money supply of a nation controls the nation." -- James Garfield
Most all modern economic systems, include an organization such as the FED, and are
modeled after the Bank of England, which is based on the legalization of counterfeiting
so as to benefit the wealthy.
https://criminalbankingmonopoly.wordpress.com/
From the above linked essay:
"The new bank would lend politicians as much money as they needed as long as they
secured the debt through direct taxation of the British people. As a result, the formation
of the Bank of England became a form of legal counterfeiting of the national currency for
private gain.
Unfortunately, today nearly every nation has a privately owned central bank, using the
Bank of England as the basic model. This form of banking takes over an entire nation's
economy and becomes a plutocracy ruled by the rich."
Based on the governments own reported stats for the consumer price index, since the
FED was placed in charge of the dollar in 1913, the dollar has lost 96% of its value, and
is worth only 4% of what is should be…absolute theft to the tune of 96%…theft, value
stolen… from YOU.
So you can see, the world economy, has been hollowed out by counterfeiting and will
soon collapse. This is a good circumstance.
One more bit and you will see why.
Mankind appears unable to learn. This comment, from so long ago, is it still true? From
Einstein's book, "Out of My Later Years," we find an insight:
"In a world of law, Russian security would be equal to our own, and for the American
people to espouse this whole heartedly, something that should be possible under the
workings of democracy, might work a kind of miracle in Russian thinking." ––Einstein
"Out of My Later Years."
Russian security, as our security, is paramount. Security, instead of reaction, pathology,
hallucination and delusion. I told you Einstein was an "idiot." How impossible!

Stupidity, hatred, history (pathology/pride/reaction) and corporate greed, stand against it.
But we have an ace in the hole…worldwide counterfeiting, and the deep suffering it has
caused. Now all nations, are very very weak, and ill. This, is a hopeful situation.
Einstein's answer was to get the national governments to hand over the idiotic fools'
weapons to an organization that would be responsible for world security. That will fail.
Fear and pride. Idiocy as usual. However, these sick leaders, as very stupid impotent
children with large weapons, must be removed from the picture, just as the hubris itself,
the "nations" they lead, must be disbanded into dust. Rather than the obvious and deadly
nuclear confrontation which is undoubtedly ahead, I suggest the following:
An organization is to be created: The First Confederate Of Civilized Nations. There are
presently no recognized civilized nations on Earth. None––all are child-nations, for there
is only one nation, the nation of man, the rest, are a sort of pride and a cancer. The first
Civilized Nation on earth, will be the first to join. The organization will offer the
following: In exchange for "purchase" of the current chemical, biological and nuclear
stockpile of idiot child weapons, as a purchase of all future rights of deadly production
and past products, a new, valid currency will replace the ruined money of the member
nation, with a real currency, that is mathematically derived, and can not be tampered
with. The nation can be thusly resurrected from the ashes of its current stupidity. Once
equipped with a sound and true economy, and relieved of the cost of maintaining its
defense, member nations would rightly flourish. The incentive to join would be
irresistible. The new organization, will soon have hundreds of thousands of deadly
weapons, and will be nothing to be trifled with. A transition period, where the child-race
of man, will be under "lawful threat" from here, will transition the way, to an economy
which will bring equal benefit and standard of living to all members, slowly dissolving
the differences between nations, and so, dissolving the real heart of national identity
itself, and leaving pride, hubris and idiocy, aside. Only a hollow shell of national identity
will remain, all peoples now cared for equally, under what really supports and creates
nations: sound economy.
The ruined nations of the world, require antidote for their worthless economies. Once
security is established, and threat removed, delusion: Tradition and reaction––may fall by
the waste side, just as the hideous national pride, which has gutted the hope of this world.
This is the answer to the problem of these paradoxical and hopeful propositions:
"For the race of man to flourish, the nations of man must perish."
"To create a healthy new structure free of all false and deluded ideas, such as nations and
the vulgarity of pride in them, the sovereign integrity of those nations, must be assured."
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